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Linear optical properties of one-dimensional Frenkel exciton systems with intersite energy
correlations
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We analyze the effects of intersite energy correlations on the linear optical properties of one-dimensional
disordered Frenkel exciton systems. The absorption linewidth and the factor of radiative rate enhancement are
studied as a function of the correlation length of the disorder. The absorption line width monotonously
approaches the seeding degree of disorder on increasing the correlation length. On the contrary, the factor of
radiative rate enhancement shows a nonmonotonous trend, indicating a complicated scenario of the exciton
localization in correlated systems. The concept of coherently bound molecules is exploited to explain the
numerical results, showing good agreement with theory. Some recent experiments are discussed in the light of
the present theory.@S0163-1829~99!07343-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical studies of excited states of quasi-o
dimensional~1D! self-assembled molecular systems, such
dipolar coupled molecules inJ aggregates,1,2 are often based
on the well-known Frenkel exciton model3 ~see Ref. 4 for a
comprehensive review!. The most remarkable optical prop
erties ofJ aggregates are the narrowing of their absorpt
spectra (J band!1,2 and the radiative rate enhancement5,6 as
compared to the monomers, both originating from the coll
tivization of the local molecular states due to the interm
lecular dipolar coupling. The absorption band is narrowed
about the square root of the so-callednumber of coherently
bound molecules N* , which, roughly speaking, is the num
ber of molecules covered by the exciton wave function.7 The
same number determines the factor of radiative rate enha
ment.N* is smaller than the physical length of an aggreg
since Anderson localization takes place in 1D rand
systems.8 It has been realized that diagonal and off-diago
disorder are particularly important in determining the opti
properties of these systems becauseN* strongly depends on
the degree of disorder.7,9

Since the pioneering work by Knapp,7 theoretical studies
of the optical dynamics of Frenkel excitons in 1D rando
systems with intersite correlations have attracted m
attention.10–14Until recently, however, it was not possible
experimentally prove the occurrence of intersite correlatio
Hence, most theoretical descriptions assumed that diso
was indeed uncorrelated. Knoester showed that nonlinea
tical techniques are appropriate means to determine both
degree of disorder and the correlation length of the diago
disorder.10 This approach was applied to molecular agg
gates of pseudoisocyanine~PIC! by Durrantet al.15 and in
aggregates of the dye 5,58,6,68-tetrachloro-1,18-diethyl-3,
38-di~4-sulfobuty!-benzimidazolocarbocianine~TDBC! by
Moll et al.,16 which are known to easily formJ aggregates.
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~20!/14140~7!/$15.00
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One of the general consequences of the occurrenc
intersite energy correlations outlined in all the studies c
cerning the exciton absorption band is the increase of
width as compared to uncorrelated random systems.7,10–14It
was found that the absorption line width approaches
seeding degree of disorder on increasing the correla
length of the intersite energy disorder. To the best of o
knowledge, however, there was no detailed study of the
tor of radiative rate enhancement, carrying out informat
about the coherently bound molecules. In a recent paper
voted to pairwise correlated diagonal disorder~site energies
appear at random to pairs of nearest-neighbor sites!,13 we
found the counterintuitive result that this factor drops up
the occurrence of correlations. This means that exciton
the bottom of the band become more localized after int
ducing pairwise correlations while the underlying lattice
less disordered, in the sense that only half of the site energi
are truly random variables. Stronger localization near
band edge upon introducing the correlations in the disor
was also pointed out in the recent paper by Russet al.17

In this paper, a detailed study of 1D molecular syste
with intersite energy correlations is performed in order
uncover the effects of the short-range to long-range corr
tion length crossover on the linear optical response of Fr
kel excitons. We show that the factor of radiative rate e
hancement drops upon increasing the energy correla
length whenever this length is smaller than a givencharac-
teristic length. For larger energy correlation lengths the b
havior of the factor of radiative rate enhancement is the
posite and increases on increasing the correlation length.
provide a simple recipe for estimating this characteris
length. The absorption band width presents a monoton
increase upon rising the energy correlation length and
proaches the width of the distribution of seeding disord
when the correlation length exceeds the above mentio
characteristic length. We also use the concept of cohere
bound molecules to interpret numerical data. Applying t
14 140 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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concept in a self-consistent way, we find the scaling of
factor of radiative rate enhancement and the width of exc
absorption line with the energy correlation length and sh
that theoretical estimates reasonably fit the results of num
cal simulations. The remainder of the paper is organized
follows. In Sec. II, we formulate the model we will be dea
ing with. Section III deals with the theoretical estimat
which are then used in Sec. IV for explaining the resutls
numerical simulations. Some recent experiments are
cussed in light of the present theory in Sec. V. Section
summarizes the paper.

II. MODEL OF DISORDERED SYSTEM

We considerN@1 optically active, two-level molecule
forming a regular 1D lattice with spacing unity. To build u
our correlated disordered lattice with intersite energy co
lation lengthNc , we createS[N/Nc consecutive segment
with equal transition energieses within each segment. The
set $es%s51

S are statistically independent Gaussian variab
with probability distribution

p~es!5S 1

2ps2D 1/2

expS 2
es

2

2s2D , ~1!

and ^eses8&5s2dss8 , where brackets denote the avera
over the joint energy distribution

P~$es%!5)
s51

S

p~es!, ~2!

ands is the seeding degree of disorder.
For our present purposes, we will neglect all thermal

grees of freedom~electron-phonon coupling and local lattic
distortions! and assume that disorder originates from a st
offset of the on-site energies~diagonal disorder!. The effec-
tive tight-binding Hamiltonian for the 1D Frenkel-excito
problem in the random lattice with correlated disorder can
then written as follows:

H5(
s51

S

es(
n51

Nc

un1Nc~s21!&^n1Nc~s21!u

1 (
n,m51

N

Jnmun&^mu, ~3!

where un& is the state vector of then th molecule andJnm
5Jun2mu are the hopping integrals, which are assumed to
negative, as it takes place forJ aggregates, and not subjecte
to disorder.

We are interested in the absorption line shape and
width as well as in the factor of enhancement of the exci
radiative rate relative to the monomer spontaneous emis
rate. The absorption line shape is calculated as

I ~E!5
1

N K (
j 51

N

m j
2d~E2Ej !L . ~4!

Here we assume that the system size is much smaller
the optical wavelength. The indexj runs over all eigenstate
of the Hamiltonian~3! and Ej denotes their correspondin
e
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eigenenergies. The oscillator strength of thej th eigenstate
with componentsaj

(n) is given by

m j
2[S (

n51

N

aj
(n)D 2

, ~5!

where the dipole moment of an isolated monomer is take
be unity.

The factor of radiative rate enhancement is defin
through the average oscillator strength per state at energE
~Ref. 9,18!

mav
2 ~E!5

I ~E!

r~E!
, ~6!

where

r~E!5
1

N K (
j 51

N

d~E2Ej !L ~7!

is the normalized density of states. We take max$mav
2 (E)% as

a measure for the enhancement of the exciton radiative r9

or, in other words, for the number of coherently bound m
eculesN* .7 In what follows, the above magnitudes will b
determined both analytically and numerically as a funct
of the correlation lengthNc .

III. THEORETICAL ESTIMATES

Having presented our model, we now describe the met
we have used to estimate the factor of radiative rate enha
ment N* and the linear absorption band widths1. To this
end, we rewrite the Hamiltonian~3! in the excitonic repre-
sentation using the eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Ha
tonian~with es50 for s51, . . . ,S). For the sake of simplic-
ity, we assume here periodic boundary conditions. The Bl
plane waves are then the exact eigenfunctions of Eq.~3! in
the absence of disorder:

uK&5
1

AN
(
n51

N

eiKnun&, ~8!

whereK52pk/N belongs to the first Brillouin zone (0<k
,N). In theK representation, the Hamiltonian~3! reads

H5(
K

EKuK&^Ku1 (
K,K8

DKK8uK&^K8u, ~9a!

whereEK is the unperturbed exciton energy

EK5 (
n51

N

JneiKn ~9b!

andDKK8 is the intermode scattering matrix

DKK85
1

N (
s51

S

es(
n51

Nc

ei (K2K8)[n1Nc(s21)]. ~9c!

The role of DKK8 is twofold. The off-diagonal element
DKK8(KÞK8) mix the exciton states. If the typical fluctua
tion of DKK8 does not exceed the energy difference betwe
the statesK andK8 ~the so called perturbative limit! then the
energy shifts of the corresponding states, given by the d
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onal elementsDKK , is the main effect of the disorder an
result in inhomogeneous broadening of exciton levels for
ensemble of chains. The typical fluctuation ofDKK has a
direct relationship with the inhomogeneous width of the e
citon stateuK&.

For nonperturbative magnitudes of the disorder, o
diagonal elements of the scattering matrixDKK8(KÞK8),
mix the exciton states, resulting in their localization on ch
segments of a typical size smaller than the chain length
subsequently affecting the exciton optical response. Re
that, for a perfect circular chain, only the stateuK50& is
coupled to the light and carries the entire exciton oscilla
strength, which is thenN times larger than that for an iso
lated molecule. Being mixed with other~nonradiative! states
(KÞ0), the radiative state loses a part of the oscilla
strength due to its spreading over the nonradiative on
Thus, the number of coherently bound moleculesN* ,N
arises as the enhancement factor of the oscillator streng
the localized exciton states.7 Accordingly, the inhomoge-
neous width of the optical exciton line will also be subject
to renormalization sinceN should be replaced byN* .7

A. Perturbative treatment

Assuming the perturbative limit~a quantitative condition
of its validity will be given below!, let us gain insight into
the magnitude of the typical fluctuation of the scattering m
trix DKK8 . To this end, one should calculate its second m
ment using the joint distribution~2! of the seeding fluctua
tions ~being expressed trough linear combinations
Gaussian variableses with zero mean, theDKK8 are also
Gaussian variables witĥDKK8&50). The magnitude of our
interest will besKK8

2 [^uDKK8u
2&. It is an easy task to arrive

at

sKK8
2

5
s2

NNc

sin2@~K2K8!Nc/2#

sin2@~K2K8!/2#
. ~10!

In the limitsK,K8!1 and (K2K8)Nc!1, which are of ma-
jor importance from the viewpoint of optical properties, E
~10! reduces to

sKK8
2

5s2
Nc

N
. ~11!

This expression generalizes the result we obtained previo
for pairwise correlated disorder (Nc52)13 to the case of an
arbitrary energy correlation lengthNc . As follows from Eq.
~11!, the motional narrowing effect (N21 scaling! is weak-
ened here by the factorNc and is determined now by th
chain lengthN counted in units of the energy correlatio
length Nc or, in other words, by the number of correlatio
segmentsS5N/Nc . The motional narrowing effect com
pletely disappears atNc5N. Similar conclusions were draw
in Refs. 7,9–11.

As it was already mentioned above, the stateuK50& car-
ries the entire oscillator strength of the system so that
optical absorption spectrum presents an isolated Gaus
peak centered around the eigenenergyEK50 and it is charac-
terized by its standard deviation
n
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s15sANc

N
. ~12!

This result holds whenever the stateK50 does not become
mixed with the nearest oneuK1&, where K152p/N. The
mixing is governed by the off-diagonal elementDK10.

Hence, one should comparesK10 with the energy difference

EK1
2E0. The perturbative approach is still applicable pr

videdsK10,EK1
2E0 and fails otherwise. Thus, the equali

sK105EK1
2E0 determines a value ofs ~for fixed both

chain lengthN and energy correlation lengthNc) which
separates the ranges of perturbative and nonperturba
magnitudes of disorder. TakingEK in the nearest-neighbo
approximation

EK522J cos~K !.22J1JK2, ~13!

where2J (J.0) is the nearest-neighbor coupling andN is
assumed to be large, one gets

s5
4p2J

~N3Nc!
1/2

, ~14!

which determines the crossover between the perturbative
nonperturbative limits.

B. Nonperturbative limit

At nonperturbative magnitudes of disorder, not all mo
ecules of the chain contribute to the optical spectra of
whole ensemble, but only a portion of them being a funct
of the degree of disorders/J.7 The reason is the localizatio
of the excitonic states arising from disorder. Therefore,
number of coherently bound moleculesN* ~averaged num-
ber of molecules covered by optically active localized ex
ton states! should replace the number of molecules in t
systemN. In Ref. 19, a simple rule for estimatingN* was
formulated whenever the disorder is uncorrelated. It explo
the findings that~i! the lowest localized exciton states can
classified in several groups of states~two or sometimes
three!, each one localized on a certain chain segment o
typical sizeN* , ~ii ! each segment does not overlap with t
others19 ~see also Refs. 20, 21 and Sec. IV for more deta!
and, what is most important, the states of each group h
the energy structure similar to that for a homogeneous ch
of size N* , i.e., approximately given by Eq.~13! with N
replaced byN* .

The rule proposed in Ref. 19 for estimatingN* consists
simply of applying the perturbative criterion~14! to a typical
localization segment, i.e., substitutingN by N* in Eq. ~14!
and considering nowN* as an unknown parameter. As wa
shown in Refs. 19, 20, this approach works surprisingly w
in fitting the numerical data concerning the optical respo
of 1D Frenkel excitons. In doing so, one arrives at the f
lowing estimate of the number of coherently bound m
ecules

N* 5
1

Nc
1/3S 4p2J

s D 2/3

. ~15!
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According to Ref. 7, the standard deviation of the excit
absorption spectrums1 can be estimated by Eq.~12!, again
replacingN by N* , that gives us

s15Nc
2/3sS s

4p2JD 1/3

. ~16!

TheNc scaling laws ofN* ands1 are the main results of th
present paper. Note thats-scaling ofN* ands1 was previ-
ously reported in Refs. 9, 19 and 9, 18, 19, 22–24, resp
tively. We stress that the number of coherently bound m
ecules drops while the standard deviation of the exci
absorption spectrum rises upon increasing the intersite
ergy correlations, meaning stronger scattering of the exc
in a more correlated system. This somewhat unexpected
sult stems from the fact that motional narrowing effect
partially suppressed as intersite energy correlations occ
yielding a smaller reduction of the seeding disorder as co
pared to the case of uncorrelated disorder.

C. Short- to long-range correlations crossover

The concepts presented in the previous subsection as
as the scaling laws~15! and ~16! are valid within the range
Nc,N* . However, both numbers,Nc andN* , will approach
each other as the correlation lengthNc rises and, starting
from a certain value ofNc we will obtainN* 'Nc . We now
provide arguments how to estimate the magnitude ofNc at
such a crossover. As soon asN* and Nc approach each
other, there is no reason for the reduction of disorder du
the motional narrowing since the energy of any segmen
size Nc is fixed, i.e., does not fluctuate. Thus, the typic
energy mismatch between two adjacent segments is of
order ofs. On the other hand, the fact thatN* 'Nc means
that the coupling between adjacent segments is of the o
or smaller than their energy separations. From this it fol-
lows that the condition we are looking for is precisely th
under which two adjacent segments of sizeNc start to be
decoupled from each other.

In line with this reasoning, let us consider the tw
segments problem, taking for the sake of simplicity the c
responding Hamiltonian in the nearest-neighbor approxim
tion

H5 (
a5a,b

F (
n51

Nc

eaua,n&^n,au

2J (
n51

Nc21

~ ua,n&^n11,au1ua,n11&^n,au!G
2J~ ua,Nc&^1,bu1ub,1&^Nc ,au!, ~17!

wherea and b are the segment labels and the second te
describes the coupling of the segments. Making use of
excitonic transformation

ua,n&5S 2

Nc11D 1/2

(
K

sin~Kn!ua,K&, ~18!

where K5pk/(Nc11) and k ranges from 1 toNc , one
passes from Eq.~17! to
c-
l-
n
n-
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H5 (
a5a,b

(
K

~ea1EK!ua,K&^K,au

1 (
K,K8

~Hab!KK8ua,K&^K8,bu. ~19a!

Here, EK is given by Eq.~13! and the interaction Hamil-
tonian reads

~Hab!KK85~21!k11
2J

Nc11
sin~K !sin~K8!. ~19b!

The interaction Hamiltonian (Hab)KK8 couples excitonic
modes belonging to different segments and thus leads to
spreading over both segments. Recall that, from the vi
point of the optical response, mixing of the lowest mod
with K15K185p/(Nc11) is of major importance. We aim
to elucidate for which segment sizeNc this coupling can be
considered as a perturbation. Remembering that the typ
energy mismatch between the segments is;s and taking
u(Hab)K1K

18
u5s, one arrives at the following estimate of th

size we are looking for:

Nc* 115S 2p2J

s D 1/3

, ~20!

where the conditionNc@1 was used.
Summarizing, the typical energy separation of two ad

cent segments starts to dominate over their coupling atNc

.Nc* so that the segments can be considered as decoupl
each other. As a consequence, the localization length of
lowest exciton mode will be the same that the energy co
lation lengthNc .

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to calculate the quantities of interest defined
Eqs. ~4!–~7! we replacedd(E2Ej ) by the Heaviside step
function (1/R)u(uE2Ej u2R/2), whereR is the resolution,
taken to be 0.05 in all the calculations. For energy unitsJ
51 was chosen. The standard deviations was also fixed to
be 0.2. The only varied parameter was the energy correla
lengthNc .

We diagonalized the Hamiltonian~3! for open chains of
sizeN5SNc , where for a givenNc , the numberSwas cho-
sen such thatN would be the closest one to 250. The numb
of randomly generated systems was 1000 for each valu
Nc . We do not present here the exciton absorption spe
since they are rather standard ones, showing the charac
tic asymmetry and red shift due to disorder discussed in
tail for uncorrelated disorder in Refs. 9, 18, 25 and for t
correlated case in Refs. 7, 11, 13. In Fig. 1, the stand
deviation of the absorption spectras1 is shown as a function
of the energy correlation lengthNc . To accurately determine
the standard deviations1 we fitted the low-energy side of th
spectra using Gaussians. One can see from Fig. 1 thas1
monotonously increases asNc rises and finally approache
the value 0.2 (5s) for the case at hand. The crossover, o
curring approximately atNc* 55, is in good agreement with
the estimateNc* '4 given by Eq.~20!.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the factor of radiative r
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enhancement max$mav
2 (E)% as a function ofNc . First, it

drops upon increasingNc and then it grows forNc.4, also
in full correspondence with our theoretical prediction done
Sec. III. Strong fluctuations observed in Fig. 2 result fro
the fluctuations in the density of states: the latter appear
the denominator in the definition of max$mav

2 (E)% @see Eq.
~6!#. We do not present in Fig. 2 how the quanti
max$mav

2 (E)% behaves forNc.15 for several reasons. Firs
as soon as the segments of correlated energies start
decoupled of each other@the case forNc.4, see Fig. 3~b!
and 3~c!#, the oscillator strength per statemav

2 (E) behaves
monotonously, i.e., has no maximum~see Appendix A!, thus
proving to be an inconvenient measure of the extension
the optically active exciton states. Second, it is evident th
for decoupled segments, the localization lengthN* is equal
to the energy correlation lengthNc . Figure 3 confirms the
last statement. There, we presented typical realizations o
eight lowest eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian~3! for three
values of the energy correlation lengthNc54, 10, and 40.
They demonstrate that the energy segments actually turn
to be decoupled from each other as the segment size r

FIG. 1. Standard deviation of the exciton absorption spectras1

versus the energy correlation lengthNc . The degree of seeding
disorder iss50.2.

FIG. 2. Factor of the radiative rate enhancement, max$mav
2 (E)%,

versus the energy correlation lengthNc . The degree of seeding
disorder iss50.2.
in

be

of
t,
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Indeed, forNc54, the typical extension of the eigenfunc
tions N* of the lowest excitonic states is more than 10~the
oscillator strengthsm2 of nodeless states carry this inform
tion!. Note that it sufficiently exceeds the energy correlati
length. For larger value,Nc510, both magnitudes approac
each other, although still keeping the relationN* .Nc . In

FIG. 3. Typical realizations of the lower exciton eigenmodes
three values of the energy correlation length~a! Nc54, ~b! 10, and
~c! 40.
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addition, in the last case, the eigenfunctions tend to
grouped on different segments of size'Nc . Finally, for the
largest presented value ofNc(540), the eigenfunctionswKn ,
oscillator strengthsmK

2 and eigenenergiesEK within each
group follow fairly well the corresponding formulas for a
isolated segment of sizeNc :

wKn5S 2

Nc11D 1/2

sin~Kn!, ~21a!

mK
2 5

1

2~Nc11!
@12~21!k#2 cot2S K

2 D , ~21b!

EK5e1EK , ~21c!

wheree is the site energy of the molecules within each s
ment. Note that such a structure~called hidden in Ref. 19! of
the exciton low-energy spectrum is also present forNc54
but scaled in average by the numberN* instead ofNc .

V. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the recent experimental works by Durrantet al.15 and
by Moll et al.16 it was reported on the presence of stro
correlations in diagonal disorder in molecular aggregates
PIC and TDBC, respectively. Moreover, it was found in bo
studies that the energy correlation lengthNc is of the order of
the localization length15 and even larger.16 This limit
strongly suggests that almost no motional narrowing eff
has to be detected.10,12 Nevertheless, the observedJ band
width in both cases was definitely motionally narrowed. T
possible ordering of the first solvatation shell in the prese
of highly ordered aggregate during the freezing process
the subsequent reduction of the local disorder was given
possible explanation for theJ band narrowing.

It seems to be interesting to estimate the critical len
Nc* for the above aggregates on the basis of the experime
data presented in Refs. 15,16. TakingJ5600 and s
513.5 cm21 for J aggregates of PIC,15 one getsNc* '9,
which is consistent with the relationNc.N* found by Dur-
rant et al.15 For J aggregates of TDBC (J5850 and s
567 cm21), one arrives atNc* '6. Thus, the experimenta
estimation of the energy correlation lengthNc to be of the
order of several hundreds molecules obtained in Ref. 16 c
tradicts, in our opinion, the magnitude of localization leng
N* '40 extracted from the spectroscopic data.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, we have studied the effects of intersite
ergy correlations on the characteristics of linear absorp
spectrum corresponding to a weakly localized 1D Fren
exciton. We have found that the factor of radiative rate
hancement shows a nonmonotonous behavior upon ri
Nc , first decreasing asNc

21/3 and then growing linearly. The
crossover occurs when the typical coupling of segment
smaller than the typical separation between their energy
els, being of the order of the width of the seeding Gauss
energy distributions. The linear trend indicates that the se
ments become independent one from the other whenNc
.(2p2J/s)1/3. The standard deviation of the absorption li
e

-

of

t

e
e
d
a

h
tal

n-

-
n
l
-

ng

is
v-
n

monotonously increases asNc
2/3 for low energy correlation

length and saturates whenNc.(2p2J/s)1/3, namely, when
the localization lengthN* coincides with the energy corre
lation lengthNc . Our results lead us to a better understan
ing of recent experimental results in PIC and TDBC molec
lar aggregates.
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF µav
2
„E… FOR DECOUPLED

SEGMENTS

Let us calculatemav
22(E)5r(E)/I (E), assuming the en-

ergy segments to be decoupled of each other. Under suc
assumption, one can rewriter(E) and I (E) as follows:

r~E!5
1

N K (
s51

S

(
k51

Nc

d~E2es2EK!L , ~A1a!

I ~E!5
1

N K (
s51

S

(
k51

Nc

mK
2 d~E2es2EK!L , ~A1b!

where EK522J cos@pk/(N11)#, k51,2, . . . ,Nc and
$es%s51

S is a stochastic Gaussian energy offset distributed
cording to Eq.~2!. Making use of the integral representatio
of the d function d(x)5(1/2p)*2`

` dt exp(ixt), it is easy to
carry out the average in Eqs.~A1a! and ~A1b! explicitly to
arrive at

r~E!5
1

Nc
(
k51

Nc S 1

2ps2D 1/2

expF2
~E2EK!2

2s2 G , ~A2a!

I ~E!5
1

Nc
(
k51

Nc

mK
2 S 1

2ps2D 1/2

expF2
~E2EK!2

2s2 G .
~A2b!

Accounting further for the fact that the lowest exciton sta
~with K15p/@Nc11#) carries almost the entire oscillato
strength (mK1

2 /(KmK
2 58/p2, namely,81%) andthus keep-

ing in Eq. ~A2b! only the first term, we finally get

mav
22~E!5

p2

8Nc
H 11 (

k52

Nc

expFEK2EK1

s2
S E2

EK1EK1

2
D G J .

~A3!

From this it follows thatmav
22(E) monotonously rises from

the valuep2/8Nc to infinity, when passing fromE52` to
E5`. As a consequence,mav

2 (E) monotonously decrease
from the value 8Nc /p2 to zero. It should be pointed out tha
the characteristic energy scale of the exponentials in
~A3! is determined by the ratio (EK2EK1

)/s2 which goes

down as the segment sizeNc rises. This means that close t
the band bottom, which is precisely the energy region we
interested in, the contribution of the exponentials in Eq.~A3!
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may be large. Then, the magnitudes ofmav
2 (E) obtained from

numerical simulations will strongly differ from the
asymptotic value 8Nc /p2. Due to the peculiarity outlined
above, the oscillator strength per statemav

2 (E) appears to be
,

an inconvenient measure for the extension of the optic
active exciton states for the case of larger energy correla
length, when the energy segments are decoupled one
the other.
ett.

m.

a,

-

*On leave from All-Russian Research Center ‘‘Vavilov State O
tical Institute,’’ Saint Petersburg, Russia.
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